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Q.1. What are the elements of design? Explain how each of these elements contribute
in creating a Design.
(2+8=10)
OR
What principles of design are followed while designing a room?
(10)
Q.2.

What do you mean by colour scheme? Discuss any four colour schemes using a
colour wheel.
(2+8=10)

Q.3.

What are the lighting used for different areas of the hotel? Explain with examples.
(10)
OR
Explain the parts of a Carpet with the help of a neat diagram. As a housekeeper
what are the factors you would check when you are buying a carpet from the
dealer?
(4+6=10)

Q.4.

List different types of Window designs. Explain any five of them with diagrams.
(5+5=10)

Q.5.

What are the various accessories used for decorating a guest room?
OR
An accessory can play the role of beautification as well as functionalism. Discuss
this statement.
(10)

Q.6.

Write short notes (any two):
(a)
Joints used in furniture
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(b)

Blinds

(c)

Cleaning of carpet
(2x5=10)
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Q.7.

Discuss the factors you would keep in mind while selecting floor finishes for your
hotel.
(10)
OR
Explain the points to be covered in care and cleaning of following floor finishes:
(a)
Marble
(b)
Terrazo
(c)
Wooden
(d)
Glazed tiles
(4x 2 ½ =10)

Q.8.

Differentiate between:
(a)
Lux and Lumen
(b)
Warm and Cool colours
(c)
Granite and Granolithic
(d)
Woven and Non-woven carpets
(e)
Shutters and Shades

Q.9.

Answer in brief:
(a)
What do you mean by Cornices?
(b)
How to choose a fabric for draperies?
(c)
What are the characteristics of a good paint?
(d)
What do you mean by Value and Intensity of colour?
(e)
Define the terms “Swags” and “Cascades”.

(5x2=10)

(5x2=10)

Q.10. Fill in the blanks:
(a)
The term used to indicate a name of a colour is __________.
(b)
Wooden flooring laid in herring bone pattern is termed as __________.
(c)
150 cm wall covering at the lower surface of wall to prevent the wall from
getting stained is __________.
(d)
Standard size of a double bed is _________.
(e)
When primary and secondary colour is mixed, the resulting colour created
is a _________.
(f)
Ottoman is an example of ________.
(g)
The lamps which glow when current flows through tungsten wires inside the
glasses are ________ lamps.
(h)
Anaglypta is a type of _________.
(i)
__________ is used to remove polish from floors.
(j)
The other term for taps are __________.
(10x1=10)
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